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Preface
Recent legislation and fiscal trends in Flodda and nationwide have created a unique combination of constraints
and opportunities, providing an impetus for examining the way Florida cOnducts transponation planning. In
response to these challenges, the Florida Legislature and the Governor's Office directed the Center for Ut·ban
Transportation Research (CUTR) to undertake the State Transportation Policy Initiative (STPI). The purpose of
this multi-phase study is to examine current tr~nsportation planni1)g... growth management. and transportation
funding practices in Florida and to develop recommendations that can be the bases of future legislative initiatives,
agency rules, and better planning practice.
•
Efforts undertaken as part SfPI include:
• a comprehensin review of local and regional planning in Florida in the context of State growth
manasement requirements and fi:derallepslation
• an evaluation of the impact of community design on transportation needs
• 1

review of the literature on the transportation cosu of urban sprawl

• an evaluation of comprehensive tramportation planning for state purpose-s
• an examination of the relationship between air quality and transportation planning, as practiced in

Florida
• an evaluation of trends and forecasts of Florida's population and transportation characte-ristics

• a study of transit, transportation demand management, level of service-, and concurrency issues and of
congestion management and urban mobility planning
• prcp•ration of a future state bnd use map
• a study of statewide transportation needs and funding
• recommendations for a new sttategic planning process for Ror1da that recognizes uncertainty
• a review of consistency between planning policy and regulatory practice
• a study of sustainable community design and transportation.

This report is a summary of the reports produced as part of the State Transportation Policy Initiative.

State Transp•rrtation Policy Initiative
Proje<:t Manager: Edward A. Mierzejewski, P.E.
Center for Urban Transportation Research
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Introduction
Florida is at the crossroads of a new era in
transportation. Tl)e federal lntermodal
Surf:ace Transportation Efficiency Act of

1991, the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, and the Florida "ElMS-III" legislation in 1993 have redefined the policy
framework for transportatiov and development planning. It is a period of reform
that holds great promise; it also poses
significant challenges. What is required is a
more integrated approach to transportation, water, and land use decisions, greater
attention to community design,
and a more strategic approach

to defining and funding
transportation needs.
To accomplish these goals,
some key policy questions
must be resolved. What are
Florida's transportation
needs? What will it cost to

Florida, the Orlando metropolitan area, the
Panhandle, the Treasure Coast, and the
Tampa Bay area. A sample of comprehensive plans, regional policy plans, and long
range transportation plans frorn each of
these study areos was collected and re-

viewed.
Interviews were conducted with local

government planning staff, elected officials,
metropolitan planning organizations,
regional planning councils. transporcation

providers, air quality professionaJs. the pri\•ate sector, and
other inte_rested parties across

the state. Similar problems
were expressed in interview
after interview. even as
specific circumstances varied
widely. Case studies were

conducted of various styles
of development, from pr.,.20th

~eet those needs? How can we
make more strategic use of transportati6n

century urban centers to post-War
urban sprawl, for clues on ways to integrate

dollars? What can be done to strengthen

community design and transportation.

coordination of transportation, water

management, and land development
decisions?
ln 1992, the Florida Legislature and the
Governor's Office directed the Center for
Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at
the University of South Florida to undertake the State Transportation Policy
lniti,ati:ve to evaluate these and other
transportation policy issues facing the state.

A multi-<lisciplinary research team was
assembled to carry out the study, under the
diuction of a broad-based Steering Com-

mittee and Technical Advisory Group.
A

cross-section of regions was selected for

in-depth study to capture Florida's local
and regional diversity. These included the
Miami metropolitan area, Southwest

Bxar:utin StU'Illtt.U)'

A comprehensive study also was undertaken
of transportation needs and revenues for

state and local transportation systems,
using large computer simulation models to

forecast needs over a 20-year period. Needs
were evaluated for roadways and bridges,
pores, airports.. transit, and other modes of
transportation, using 1992 as the base year
and across several definitions of need.
The findings of this research effort have
been documented in a series of publica-

tions (see Appendix A) evaluating various
dimensions of the transportation challenge_.
from transportation needs and funding to

growth management and community
design. This report summarizes the high·
lights of this comprehensive, multi-year
study. It is intended as a guide for trans-
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portation policymakers, planners, and
developers.
Recommendations call for changes in
legisl-ation. ad ministrative rule, and planning practice. Because roles and responsibilities historically have been fragmented,
new relationships must also be forged

2

across government agencies, professional
disciplines, and between the public and
private sector. And providing adequate
funding to maintain and improve our
transpomtion system wiJJ be an increasingly pressing issue in the yc::1rs to come.

.Exoculin SwnmiU)'

Challenges
Rising Transportation Demand
Florida's population has c:xploded in the
past few decades, and with it so has demand for land, transportation, and public
services. Consider these statistics: In 1950,
d1c population of Florida was just under
three million. By 1990, Florida's popula·
tion had reached nearly 13 million, with
about 39 million tourists visiting the state
annually. Based on the latest demographic
projections, Florida is expected to reach a
population of nearly 19 million by the year
2010.

Indicators of growth in transportation
demand are e.ven more startling. Th.ree

times as many vehicles were registered in
Florida in 1990 as in 1970. By 1980, the
number ofvehicles actually began to exceed
the number of people in the state. Annual
vehicle miles of travel (VMT) in Florida
increased by 163 ~rcent between 1970 and
1990, compared to a national growth rate
of 94 percent.
Not only are more people traveling, but
people are a1so traveling xnore. Nationwide.
Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS)
data reveal that Floridians now travel an
average of about 26 miles per day, and,
according to Census data, a greater
proportion of the labor force is commuting to work in a county other than their
cO\Int)' of .residence.
Fortunately, the explosive rate of growth
in private transportation demand is
expected to subside somewhat, thereby
slowing pressure on the already-strained
state highway system. Reasons include
the aging of the population, leveling out
of the female labor force participation
rate) and other trends. such as projected
decline in real per capita incorne.
However, improved fuel economy will
lead to reduced fuel purchases and less
Executive Summary

growth in motor fuel tax revenues-the
primary source o f funding: in Florida for
construction and maintenance of roads and
bridges. This conclusion is cause for
concern. A demand forecast conducted for
this study suggested that vehicle miles
traveled will grow at twice the rate of
revenues that go into the State Transpo rtation Trust Fund.

Growth Management Coxnplicationa
Although a decade has passed since Florida
adopted its landmark growth management
legislation, progress has been slow and
uneven. Many local governments are still
struggling to overcome a legacy of haphazard gcowth and "pay later" growth plans.
Other problems include uncertainty
regarding the legal limits of land develop·
ment regulation. perceptions of gtowth
management as "anti-development,"
reactive rather than policy"riven
decisionmaking. and Jack of a coordinated
approadl to land use and transportation.
Ironically, state planning require.menfs have
been criticized by local planning officials as
a constraint to effective planning. Inadequate funding and the short time frame for
preparation resulted in a cookbook apPOPULATION GROWTH RATE:
FLORIDA AND UNITED STATES (1960-1990)

200% rr----;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~1----1

1m Florida

160%
120%

•

161%

UnHed States

- ~-- - -- --- -------- ---- - ~- --

80%
40%

1960-70

1970-80

1980-90

1960.$0
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proach to local planning aimed more at
achieving compliance than establishing a
long range vision. The burden of demonstrating compliance with vague or overly
prescriptive planning requirements sometimes discouraged innovation.

A crucial link in the process-one that
cannot be legislatively prescribed-is a
vision of the desired future. Vision is
essential to achieving consistency between
land use and transportation. Without it,
there is no plan. Some communities have
i.t, and achieve great things with their
planning and regulatory program. Others
are characterized by reactive decisionmaking and lack of direction.
Yet even visionary plans are often impeded
by the politics of land development. The
push and pull of competing interests has
made it difficult to mJiotain a consistenc
policy direction in the l•nd use planning
program. In Oldditioo, few communities
adequately tailor their regulatory program
to stimulate desired changes in develop·
ment practices. Innovative projects that
advance. planning policy rnay precipitate a
more cumbersome review process. especially
where design concepts depart from rcgu1atory conventtons.
Tension between the need to simplify and
streamline regulation ;md the desire to
maximize d iscretion in development
decisions is not easil)• resolved. What is
clear. however, is that much can be done to
improve the clarity of regulatory langu;~ge,

Estimated Projected Florida Population (2010)

streamline the review proces.s> ''fast track"
quality proposals, and provide more
meaningful incentives for desired development outcomes.

A Sprawling Megalapol!a
Alth 0 ugh flexibility is essential for development planning, allocating too much land
fo r V3rious uses encourages haphazard
growth and can distort reasonable projections of future facility needs. For this
reason. the Florida Department of Community Affairs (DCA) monitc•rs local future
land usc plans for consistency with state
population forecasts. Local governments
are allowed to plan for 125 percent of their
projected populat ion over the planning
horizon for flexibility in accommodating
market demand.

Despite such requirements. some local
governments have designated far more land
than necessary for residendal development,
given reasonable estimates of fu ~urc population growth. At buildout, the combined
future land use maps of Florida's local
government plans comprise enough
residential land to accommodate a conservative estimate of more than 26 million
people by the year 2010. Compare this
with state forecasts, which range from a low
of 16 million to a high of 20 million
people over the same period.

These population estimate:;. require some
explanation. The totals arc derived from a
statewide map compiled for this study from
the future land use plans cf Florida's 457
local governments. CJearly, any land use.
analysis at the statewide level is subject to
inaccuracies. A variety of ~actors wiiJ
preclude maximum buildout under the.se
scenarios including right of-way needs.
variations of zoning, mnkct absorption,
and environmental constraints. However,
it must be emphasized that 26 million
people is a constrvaJive esti.:-natc. The land
arc-.1. planned for future residential development could potentially accommodate more
than twice this number.
4

Projected Popul~tlon
BEBR"

Scenario
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l ow Density Bvitd·Out

26,000.000

16,000,000

Medium Density Buikt-Out

$4,000,000

ta.ooo.ooo

High Density Build.Out

85,000,000

20.000.000

STATB

The compiled map reveals another funda-

nationally. Apportionments are calculated

mental problem. Many local governments

based on.1980 Census data, which clearly

continue to allocate low residential densi-

penalizes gro'l\1b states such as Florida.

,
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ties across large expanses of rural land
rather than fo"using more residential

This has resulted in an ongoing disparity
between federal taxes collected and federal
growth in and around already urbanized
funds disbursed to the <tate. As a result,
areas. In addition. some local comprehenover the past four decades Florida has
sive plans reviewed for this study failed to
received an average of only 80 cents in
account for the available capacity in vested
residential plats or projects when evaluating funding from the Federal Highway Trust
Fund for each dollar paid in taxes. In
residential land usc needs. The result has
1992, the proportion was even lower- 76
been the haphazard conversion of rural
lands for urban use, growing demand for

extension of urban services into outlying
areas. and a continuous cycle of sprawl.

The larger challenge of managing growth
cannot be met solely by addressing the
amount of land allocated. The land usc
mix must also be addressed. Higher
densities accommodating a mix of uses are
necessary tO sustain alternative modes of

transportation and achieve compact urban
form. Unfortunately, much of the growth
that accompanied Florida's population
boom has been segregated into large singleland-use districts at relatively low densities.

Much of Florida will be transformed into
sprawling residential subdivisions and
office parks served by intensively developed
commercial corridors. Traffic congestjon

will continue to rise and safety will deteriorate as high speed arterials are transformed
into ••stop and go" commercial strips.
Eroding Revenues
Finding adequ;~.te funding to maintain and
improve Florida•s transportation infrastructure will remain an ongoing challenge.

With few exceptions, Florida's transportatioo revenue base cannot keep pace with

the impact of contiJtued growth in population and commerce, o r even moderate
inflation in the costs of transportation

facilities and services.
Also at issue is Florida's continued status as
a donor state to the Federal Highway Trust
Fund. Federal revenues, consisting primarily of fuel taxes, are levied and apportioned
Bucativa Summary

cents on the federal doHar. This 'rdeficit'•
amounted to $ 123.3 million for that year.

State revenues consist primarily of fuel

taxes, motor vehicle license (registration}
fees, Turnpike tolls, and federal aid. These
revenues total approximately $3 billion per
year. Local revenues consist of fuel taxes
and various other taxes and fees. Florida

leads the nation in use of local option fuel
taxes, which have Iargdy supplanted

property taxes as the primary source of
local transportation funding. Appropriations from state and local sales taxes,

impact fees, tolls, and direct federal aid
round out local revenue. Total local
r:evenue is approximately $2 billion a year.
With the exception of state fuel taxes, no
major revenue source for transportation is
automatically adjusted for inflation. None
of the local revenue sources is explicitly

adjusted for inflation, although property
and sales taxes generally track inflation as
ad valorem taXes on property or transactions.

Growing Tl'llliSJIDrlalian Needs
Funding levels for maintenance and
improvement needs have not kept pace
with population growth and inflation.
Given the forecasted decline in real revenues due to inflation, real expenditures on

transportation also will decline. At the
same time, demand is growing. putting an
increasing strain on the transportation
system. With no change in these trends,
trans-portation infrastructure and level of

service will deteriorate over the next 20
5
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years. This trend is described below as it
relates to the various modes of transportation in the state.

Rosds and Brldps
A comparison of FOOT's standards and
projected roadway condition,s reveals
deficiencies in three areas: pavement
condition, congestion level. and safety.
Each area is of critical importance to the
functioning of the transportation system.
Deteriorating pavement conditions have
t\VO serious consequences. First, degradation of pavement surface conditions
accelerates after reaching a critical point
If delayed beyond this point, maintenance
costs will increase by 400 to 500 percent.
Second, poor pavement condition can
cause sizable increases in vehicle operating
costs.

Thus, deferred maimenance results in a
chro nic cycle of paying more money fo r
worse roads. Breaking this cycle will
require increased expenditures for preservation in the early stages. Given the project-

ed future condition ofFlCirida's roadway
pavement and current fur.ding levels, the
average serviceability rating will dete-riorate
over the 20-year period for both rural and
urban roads
De(etiorating conditions are- -also evident in
the System performance nu:asure of roadway conges-tion and delay. \Vith no change
in current funding, peak hour congestion
will escalate in the forecast period
This will undermine the reliability of the
roadway system, causing increased deh.1ys,
loss of productivity, higher incidence of
accidents, higher operating costs, and
incr<ascd levels of pollutio>n. And with
revenues lagging behind nsing costs·, it wiiJ
become increasingly difficult to make the
investments nece-ssary for roadway safety.

TI'BJIS!t and Rail
State and federal transportation policy
envisions an increased role tOr transit to
enhance mobility, reduce congestion, a.nd
improve urban air quality. In addition,

PAVEMENT CONDITION GIVEN CURRENT FUNDING
Percentage of

Percentage of

Pavement in

Pavement in

Poor Condition•

Poor Condition•
Urban

O
•

1992 Pavement Condrtion
2012 Pavement Condition

aBased on highway industry standards.
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transit ridership in some of Florida's
metropolitan areas is increasing. Miami

PIU8transit

and Orlando have experienced significant
grO\vth in ridership over the past five years,
a reflection of local demand and public
support for transit.

transpoitition service (e.g., dial-a-ride) that
does not operate on fixed routes or fixed
schedules. In FY 1992-93, there was an
estimated demand for 33.5 million
paratransit trips. The supply of trips
totaled an estimated 19.9 million, leaving
unmet demand for 13.6 million trips.

Paratransit refers to demand re-sponsive
8

However, Florida lags behind other rapid
growth states in providing transit service.
If transit is to assume an increased role in
Florida's transportation future, additional
funding will be required. Current funding
will not be sufficient for the transit and rail
modes to expand capacity. New proposals
by FDOT to attract potential franchisees to
develop high speed intercity trains in the
Tampa/Orlando and Orlando/Miami
corridors also will require significant long-

State financial support for paratransit

services increased beginning in FY 1994-95
due to ao additional dollar collected on
each vehicle registration. However, this
additional revenue is not expected to be
sufficient to keep pace with increases in
demand for setvice.

term funding commitments.

PEAK HOUR CONGESTION GIVEN CURRENT FUNDING
Percentage of

Percentage of

Peak Hour Travel in

Peak Hour Travel in

Congested Condition

Congested Condition

800!.

Rural

Urban

60% -tf - - - •• - ----- - - ----- --

40% ~f t

-

M

o0 . . . . . . . . . -

~ -

••

--------

60%

400!.

I§ 1992 Peak Hour Congestion

B 2012 Peak Hour Congestion
Note: Congested travel has a volume to service ftow ratio greater than 0.90.
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Aizports

capacity, cost Florida S124 million per year.

Ajrports 3re assuming ~ pivotal role in the

Without aviation system improvements,
this wiU grow to over $473 million per year
over the next 10 years. Airspace col\gestion

world economy due: to major changes in
how the world doc.s business, including

Florida's largest industries: intemat ional

production and delivery cycles, and grow·

trade and tourism.

ing demand for rapid air shipment. Aviation also is crucial to tourism. Approxi-

mately half of all visitors to Florida come
by air. Florida airports tend to be origin
and destination airports, that is, the
majority of passengers either begin or end
thei r trip here, rather than connecting

through.
AJI of this poim.s to an even greater burden
in terms of the amount of surface t ranspor-

tation that airports will generate in the

Sfiplll'IB
Seaports are gateways for international
commerce and must have 1·h c capacity to
move: freight efficiently to take advantage
of trade opportunlties. Florida's ports are
already bracing themselves for the opening
of overseas markets and the promise of
fut ure trade with Cuba. P()rt::~ are also
capturing a growing share of the tourism
market as cruiselines incre:tse in popularity.

Airport congestion is also reaching crisis
proportions. The Boeing Commercial

Capacity imp_
roveroents and modernization
of equipment are essential if ports are to
maintain a competitive: edge in the world
marketplace. As Florida's· .Seaporc Trans~
portation and Economic Development
Council explains, ports are "economic
engines whose continued functioning

Airplane Group is predicting a 240 percent

depends on their •bility to grow in re·

increase in domestic traffic nationwide by

sponse to market 3nd technological chang·
es." Strong competition from state subsi·

future. An integrated system for collecting

and distributing goods and people from
these facilities will be crucial to supporting
tourism aod other industries in Florida.

2010 and only a 20 percent increase in
flight capacity at the top 50 U.S. airports.
Florida is no exception. The Florida
Aviation System Plan notes that nearly 60
percent of Florida airports are approaching

critical capacity. Aircraft traffic delays, due
to airspace congestion •nd limited airport

8

threatens the growcl1 and srability of two of

international sourcing, "just-in time"
delivery processes that drastically cut

dized seaports outside of Florida threatens
to pull freight and passenger business out
of the state and reduce the. economic
contribution of seapores to the state
eco nomy.
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Opportunities
New Policy Directions

Stronger Planning Requinmumts

The lntermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 or ISTEA ("lceTea")
has marked a new direction for federal
transportation policy. With it came

Although the use of funds has become

opportunities fo.r a stronger, more strategic
approach to transportation.

tion planning and a st rong emphasis on
alternative modes and intermodal connec~
tions in reducing transportation problems.
State and metropolitan tran$pottation

The policy thrust of ISTEA evolved in the
1980s as the National interstate and
Defense Highway Program was winding
down. It was then that policymakers began
attending to a new concern. Although the
Interstate: program

~·as

in many ways

3

huge success, it had not solved traffic
congestion in urb~n areas. With urban
travel growing and fewer opportunities for

highway expansion, new solutioJls had to
be found. Ultimately, Congress settled on
a package of authorizations that afford
considerable flexibility to state and local
officials in selecting the appropriate project
mix.

more flexible, planning requiJ:en:u:.nts have

become more stringent, including the first
federal mandate fo r statewide transporta-

improvement programs are also financially
constrained-that is, they may include
projects or phases of projects only "if full
funding can reasonably be anticipated to be
available fo r the projects within the time

period contemplated for completion."
Requirements fo r public participation in
transportation planning and programming
were expanded at both the state and
metropolitan levels, making the process
much more visible than ever before.

Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPOs), the agencies that develop long

ISTilA authorized a grant program providing greater state and Jocal flexibility in

range transportation plans and improvement programs for metropolitan areas,

setting transportation priorities. These

have a central role in this new framework.

flexible funds may be applied to roadway
construction, bridge projects on public
roads, or transit capital projects. Other
eligible projects include carpool, parking,
bicycle, and pedestrian facilities; safety

Large metropolitan areas of more than

improvements; traffic monitoring, management. and control; wetland mitigation; and
uansportatlon control ni.easures fo r reducing traffic congestion and improving air

quality.
Both Congress and the USDOT are now
considering additional changes in federal
transportation policy and funding. While it
is impossible to predict the outcome, both
seem to be moving towards even more state

and local flexibilitY in th.e area of federal
funds.

200,000 persons are designated as Transportation Management Areas. ISTEA transferred authority over transportation
priorities in these are.ls from state DOTs to

MPOs and required each to adopt a
congestion management system.
Strategic Approachlls to
Transportation Planning
The balance between regional mobility and
local control is becoming increasingly
difficult as Florida becomes more urbanized. To address this issue. contempora.ry
transporta<ion planners are calling fo r a
more strategic, policy-based approach to
expanding highway capacity. This changing
philosophy is reflected in two initiatives of
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Conclusions and Recommendations
+ Trauplll'talilm Needs
The study of Statewide Transportation
Needs and Funding was conducted using a
forecasting model to define and evaluate
Florida's transportation needs for·the 20year period 1992 to 2012, in relation to
four alternative scenarios. Under each
· scenario. needs were evalua(ed against
current and potential capacity to raise
revenue for transportation improvements.

SC81181'1Ds al Transpm1alian Ntlfld
Maint.ttin Funding-usumes no change in
existing revenue sources or tax and fee
rates. Total needs are assumed to be equal
to currently available revenue.

Maintain Conditions (with Maximum
Lane Policy).-assumes completion of
improvements needed to maintain current

increase in the emphasis on tunsit and rail
modes.
Estimated total needs for all transportation
modes under the different scenarios range

from $84 billion to $147 billion for the 20year forecast period. The total needs under
each scenario and the revenue available
u nder current tax and fee rates to fund

those needs arc shown in the following
table. In each scenario, total needs for
transit, paratransit, and rail includes system

revenue (e.g., farobox and advertising).
Because system revenue increases as the
level of service increases, the total available
revenue also increases across scenarios. The
revenue shortfalls are 527 billion to maintain current conditions and $58 billion to
jmprove conditions. All oumbers are in

physical condition and levels of service and

1992 dollars and, thus, do not include
future impacts of inflation. (The potential

includes a policy limit on the maximum

impacts of inflation are discussed in the

number of lanes for various roadway
classifications. This limit is based on the
Florida Department ofTransportation's
maximum lane policy for Interstate highways and proposed lane standards for other

full report.)

state highways. T h is scenario als(! assumes

that savings in roadway expenditures due to
this policy would be transferred to transit
and rail, inc-re.asing the emphasis on those
modes. (A variation of this scenario looks
at needs in the absence of a maximum lane
policy.)
Improve Conditions- assumes that all
current deficiencies in physical condition
and levels of service would be corrected
over the 20-year planning period. In the
case of highways and bridges, for instance,
this scenario provides the funds needed to
meet basic engineering standards. This

scenario does not include the maximum
lane policy, but does assume a substantial

Encut.tn Summary
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+ TransportatiJm Funding Options
A broad spectrum of options exist for
fund ing Florida's transportation needs, and
state transportoltion revenue shortfalls can
be met using different combination of
these options. For example, one approach
would be to use toll financing for new
highways and bridges to the same extent as
used in the past (i.e., insticute tolls on new
facilities sufficiently to keep tol1 revenues at
17 percent of total revenues) and to finance
the remainder of the shortfall by increasing
existing taxes and fi:es by an equal percentage.
Using that approach, the state could realize
the revenue needed co maintain conditions
through a 45 percent increase in each state
transportation tax and fee. lmprO\'ing
conditions would require a 95 percent
increase in state taxes and fees. The
corresponding unit increases are shown in
the table below.

taxes. Improving condit:ons would require
increases of 81 percent. (State and local
percentages differ becau.se of differing
needs).
If, instead, the state rdied entirely on the
motor fuels tax to make up the 20·year
shortfalls. an increase of 9.2 cents per
gaHon would be req uired to maimain
conditions and an increase of 19.2 cents
would be required to improve condit ions.
For aviation, an increase in the aviation
fuel tax of 3.8 cents per 1;allon would be
required for each sccnarb. Local govern.
ments could maintain ccnditions with
either a 5.1 or 6.2 cencs per g;1llon incre.1se
in the local motor fuels 1·ax, and improve
conditions with either a 1.3 or 13.9 cents
per gallon increase. The higher numbers
would be for counties with transit systems.

Operating Cast Sav1ngs

The model used to assess roadway needs is
also capable of analyzing the impact of
In turn, local shortfal ls to maintain condi·
roadway investments on operating speed,
tions could be overcome through a 39
percent increase in the local motor fuels tax operouing costs, fuel cont-umption, vehicle
maintenance, and safecy. Roadway invest·
and in other local transportation fees and
ments benefit the public by increasing
operating speeds, thus reducing
driving time. In addition, these
investmems lead to better fuel
economy, lower vehicle mainte1994
nance costs, and fewer accidents.
Typical
Halnta.Ja
Improve
The economic benefits of high·
Cba,....
Cottditlou•
Cottdlf/ott•
way i nvestme ru ~ are measured by
assigning dollat values co reductions in driving time, fuel conMalor f'taels T~~JCC~S (por gal)
0.0 126
0
0.057
0.11 9
sumption, vehicle maintenance,
Aviatiofl FtMI Tax (per gat)
0.069
0
0.038
0.038
and accident costs".
Motot Ve.hide License Fee
lnltial fltvigii'8HOil

F~tt

35. 1

0

1S.87

33.28

tOO

0

45.21

94.82

2

0

.90

1.90

24

0

10.85

22.76

o.t

0

0.039"

o.oat··

Variabl1

0

Fltme.l Ca7 Surcharge (p1r de,y)

l:ncte1M1tt:at T'i!le Fee

' WJ!h lllni"mwn lant po&y.
"17-Js muwide t"Mllp wW vary among cow:eies.
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81%..

This analysis reve-als that maintotining current conditions (with
maximum lane policy) will save
the public $47 billion over 20
years relative w the Maintain
Funding scenario. Improving
conditions will save the public
over twice as n:uch- S95 billion.
Benefits associ:tted with produc·
tivhy gains anC economic im..

Bxer:ufin Summary
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pacts of improvements in the other modes
were not calculated in iliis study, bu t are
likely to be substantial. Other potential
benefits not represented in this estimate
include improvements in air quality from
reduced emissions.
R~~C<JllllJI81Jdalillns

+ Increase p-u!Jlic ttwdreness of the
consetfuences <if the different needs dnd
funding scenarios described itz the stud;•.
Two of the scenarios used for this research
present the extremes of making no changes
in current transportation funding and
correcting all deficiencies and increasing
services. Between these two extremes are
two scenarios based on maintaining current
levels of service. The consequences of not
addressing Florida's transportation n~ds
will be severe, but the public may not yet
be adequately informed of those consequences. Some forum or process-possibly
statewide referenda- should be provided
that permits substantial public involvement
and a thorough discussion and understanding of the issues and consequences.

+Index more transportation fees and
taxes. T he funding shortfalls forecasted in
this report would be substantially worse if
the motor fuels tax were not indexed to the
consumer price index. If more transportation fund ing sources were jndexed to
inflation, the relationship of costs and
revenues would be better balanced over
time.

+ Increase tramportatWn reve-nues.
Under most definitions of need, Florida's
transportation needs over the next 20 years
will exceed available revenues. Indexing
will help, but taX and fee rate increases also
are necessary. The extent of the rate
increases will depend, in part, on the
definition of needs that develops out of
informed public discussion.

+ Lobby the federal g()1Jernnttnt for
t()nti·n ued or increased participation in
tran.spQrtaticn funding in Florida. Federal

sources currently account for 35 percent of
the funding for the state highway system in
Florida and arc projected to decline to 27
percent by 2012. The decline is due to the
eroding effects of inAation. Unlike the
state motor fue ls tax, none of the federal
trnnsportation revenue sources are indexed.
The federal share of transit fund ing in
Florida is projected to decline from the
current 28 percent to 18 percent by 2012.
The state should encourage the federal
government to take the necessary steps to
continue or increase its current level of
participation in transportation funding in
Florida as the state attempts to correct
current deficiencies and deal with increav
ing congestion. The state also should
continue to pursue greater equity in the
distribution of federal transportation
funding. Florida historically has been a
donor state, receiving an average of 80 cents
out of every dollar it has paid into the
Federal Highway T rust Fund.

,
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+ Explore otherfunding options.

Other
options that have merit and that the state
should explore include privatizing transportation facilities, as in C3lifornia and
elseWhere; reducing the diversion of transportation user fees to non-transporta~ion
uses; and increasing the use of revenue
bonds.

+ Transportallon Policy
Transportation is now being pushed toward
more participatory and integrated planning
under lSTEA. Increasingly, transportation
planners are rethinking the traditional
transportation planning process, in favor of
more dynamic and strategic approaches.
The greatest limitation of the long range
planning process has been its failure to
account for the influence of transportation
on land use. Long range models are based
on a fixed land-usc scenario that inevitably
changes as new highways stimulate real
estate speculation, rezoning, and growth.
T he rationale for preporing 20-year design
plans is to p lan for future needs and

13
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thereby minimi~ costs and disruption to
private property. In moderate to high
growth areas, the 20-ycar design forecast
will almost certainly show that a major
road must be widened-often to six or eight
lanes. System management alternatives,
such as access· management, will inevitably
be found deficient when evaluated against
20 years of traffie growth.

Long range transportation modc:ls were
intended to infOrm.• not override, public
policy decisions. It is essential to address
the trad<-<:>ffs and honestly consider
ahernatives. What -are the desired limits to
system growth? A new corridor may
initially relieve congestion, but what effect
will it have o n growth il\ the metropolitan
fringe> Models may indicate the need for
six-laning an arterial, but what if this runs
contrary to an important community
o bjective, such as pre,serving a canopy road
or investing in improved transit service?
Although building new roads or adding
more lane,s are e,ssential to an efficient
transportation system. these strategies alone
are not sufficient. Every community faces
limits to road-based solutions. In some
neighborhoods, rights-of-way will not be
available without destroying many homes
and businesses. There are times when a
new or wider road poses an unacceptable
impact on communit}' character or the
environment. And every government faces
financial limits as to what it is able to
provide and maintain in terms of roads or
bridges.
A strategic approach to transportation
planning recognizes that capit<JI improvements ore not enough. We must also look
for better ways to manage the existing
transportation system. A range of strategies~ from access controls to mixed-use
activity centers, could he incorporated to
offset the need for new highway lane miles.
These alternatives should he part of a
coordinated package of strategies that
addresses both capital improvements and

14
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$}'Stems management Tc•ward this end, this
study recommends the fcllowing.

Recommendalio1111

+ The importance of the Florida
lntrastatt Highway System should be
affirmed. High priority corridors must be
protected and improved r.o assure the
continued mobility and Konomic stability
of the state. The Florida Intrastate Highway System (FIHS) is comprised of the
highest priority highways in Florida. It was
designated by the Florida Department of
Transportation (FOOl) •nd adopted by the
Florida Legislature, as part of a program for
preserving and enhancin~ regional and
statewide transportarlon !'etvice. The FlHS
program involves development and improvement of this system over a 20-year
period. However, this m:1y prove impossi·
hie given projected funds available to
FOOT for this purpose. The Legislature
should provide adequate funds to allow
FOOT to improve and maintain the FlHS,
consistent with legislative intent. FOOT
should also place higher priority on
programming improvements to the F!HS
than for non-FIHS projcns. The Legislature should amend Chapter 163 to provide
the Florida Department c•f Community
Affairs with authority to ensure that local
governments maintain the lev-el of service
on the FIHS, even in loc;ol transportation
concurrency exception areas.

+ Strong actions should b~ taken to
preserfJe existing transporlali(m facilities
and(() mttinlttinfuture corridor options. A
strong corridor prc:servatjon statute should
be enacted by the Legislature to clarifY the
extent of state and local authority to
pre.serve fu ture rights-of-way. In addition.
Chapter 177, Florida's Plat Act, should be
amended to require local government·s to
include FOOT in the rev:ew of subdivision
activity along the State H ighway System to
assure. consistency with Slate access m:toagement standards. This would allow FOOT
District officials an opportunity to catch

accus problems early in the subdivision
review proceu and participate in design

solution!.

+ Tht Floritfa Department ofTranspt>rtation 1b011ld activtly promou tkvelopment
of bttlreily p11blic transportati()n as a
travel alternative to the automobile. The

fcdcrallntentate Highway program required highway solutions to transportation
needs. With passage of ISTEA, state and
locai governments al'e encouraged to
explore a greater range of alternatives in
meeting their regional mobility needs.
This presents an opportunity for FDOT to
actively promo~ transit altematives to
intercicy travel-in particular~ the phased

development of frequent intercity bus and
passenger rail wvice between major .
metropolitan areas. This will hdp facilitate
an evtntual high speed rail system betwttn
major metropolitan areas.
+ A coordinatld package ofstrategies u
n..ded to 1hif/ demand away from singleoccupa>~t v1hicle traveL Congestion
management requires· a coordinated p~ck~
age of strategies to increase mode chotec,
con necdons between modes, and convenience of alternative modes of travel.

These include transportation demand
mana.gement, improved transit service. and

mixed use activity centers. Travel needs and
behavior are heavily influenced by develop.
ment patttrru. Land use planning and
appropnthe
for
provide
should
regulation

0 GrtMUr empbll1i11hD1tld be placed 011
impro'tlilf£ llrellwitk ~tnJ inlermodttl 4Uess

fYSiems for international p~rts ant! airpnts in tltt rtK•'ott.alltllnsportlllion
p/tt,.,,,-,,, proetst. Ports and airports are

expocted to generate an even greater
amount of surface transportation in the

future. An integrated sys~ for collecting
and distributing goods and people from
these f3cilitics wiU be truciai to s:upporting
tourism and other industries that are
essential to the Florida economy. MPOs
should work closely with ports and aviation

authorities to identifY and address the
areawide and in termodal access needs of
international ports and :airports. The

Mi•mi Aviation Authority, for example,
hu been coordinating with the MPO on
this issue. One outcome was the provision
of a new in~rchange off the Palmetto
Expressway to serve the: airport cargo areaan improvement t_hat also removed heavy

truck traffic from a nearby congested
intersection.

+ Tramitfacilities should be exempt from
roadway concu·rre11cy requirements.
Transit is part of the transportation solu·
rion and not part of the problem. Yet the
current statutory language and rules applies
roadw3y concurrency to transit facilities.
Transit is only exempted from concurrency

where thi.s is sp<cifically provided by a local
government within a designated exception
ara. In turn, local goYCJDJDCDts mU$t

obtain a determination of compliance from
the Florida Department of Community
nocessary to faeilitate transit and walking or Affain. This is a disincentive to tran.sit and
bicycling. Transit depends upon ~e .
is noc consi.stcnc with the policy intent o f
pedestrian environment at the beginnrng
transportation concurrency. Statutory
and end of the trip, and key destinations
language pertaining to transportation .
should be within walking distance of transit concurrency should dearly exempt pubhc
stops and accessible via sidewalk. Pedestrian mass transit faciHtics from roadway
sy<tems could be improved to make
concurrency requirements.

ate density, mix. and proximity of uses

walking more pJeasant. safe, ~nd conve-

nient. These measures should also be

+ Transit-oriented detJelopmtnt should be

reinforced with disincentives to driving
alone, such u congcnion pricing. limits on·
fr.. puking. and higher parking fees.

inclJtdetf 41 an IX"ption under transportation coneurnney ex.eeption uea rtflliremlnls tm.tlslllll rwiew ofcomprehensiflt
pla11s sho11/d t mphuiu development of
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higher density nodu Rr01111tl fTIInsil
staJions. Providing for transit, pedestrian,
and bicycle transpor12rion is essential to a
~11 balanced tnnsponation system. But
land usc d:cisions have constrained transit
alternatives in some arras. It will bt cost
p rohibitive to serve communities with fast
and convenient public tran$pOrtation
without 3hO addressing land use and
development patterns. Chapt<r
l63.3180(5)(b). F.S., should be amended to
include trnnsit<~rientcd developments
(TODs) as a transportation concurrency
exception area optjon. This would provide
an incenti'\'e for mixed-use developmenL
that is designed to suppon pedestrians and
transit. Such projects would be limited to a
defined radius surrounding rail unions or
any other pc:rmanem transit stations
dir«:tty ser.ing passengers and should be
required tO demonstrate adherence to TOO
design guidelines.

addressed in local govern:nent comprehensive plans.

+ FDOT thou/d wori with the Florida
Dep11rlment ofEJr~c.atiDif ttJ dwelop 11
model tran1por1atitJn t11rrit11lum for
F_lori.d4 scbot)/~ Recycling prog.rams, anti\nti-.smokin,g
httertng c.ampatgns. 3nd O
campaigns have been succcuful in part
because they reach out co tomorrow's
consumers. Alternative modes of cransportation are also import~nt in protecting the
environment. conserving resources, and
increasing mobility. More should be done
to reinforce the value of 1r~nsportation
alternative$ among tthoo -:.gc children. A
curriculum should be d ... eloped for school
age children to improve thtir underst~o.nd
ing of tramponation pro.>lcms •nd solu·
dons, and to encour.ag:e a more positive
attitude toward tr.ansit altern:uives.

+ Transportation and Growth

Management
Transport:'ltion and land
TYPICAL LAYOUT OF A TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
usc problems are interdependent and require
ArttrlaJ
coordina·:cd solutions.
Commtfclal
Cort
Therefore, loc.al govern·
ONicejEmploymenl
mentS in Plorid.- :.re
required :o tr.lnslate public
goals >nd policies into a
coordin;a·'td growth
maoagcrrent progrJm. A
primary nbjcctivc of
growth rr.anagcment is to
balance new dm:lopmcnt
with the :wailable capacity
of roads. sewer, wuer, and
other puhlrc faciliti<s •nd
services. Other important
objectives relate to preserving commu nity
+ Florida must Jevd()p more effictivt
character, the: environmet•t. and no.tur:al
strategies for emergency prtpnretlntss muJ
resources as a community grows.
hurricane evacualitJn. FOOT and DCA
should adopt a comprehensive statewide
Yet many growth nunage,ent plans have
hurricane evacuation plan, designating an
fallen short of expectations. local governofficial network of hurricane evacuation
ments continue to practice low density,
routes of state significance. and addreuing
single-usc planning and Z•>ning on the
the adequacy of local shelrel$. The inability
urban fringe. Large land 21reas are set a,side
to evacuate at·ris-k populations needs ro be

-:::~SJ:::i]E::::::i~~~~~~
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for development, with few meehanisms to
ensure a balanced transportation system to

sures. This wouid help contain tr<lnsportation improvement cOst$ by prolonging the
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accommodate that growth. Major develop- life of existing facilities. lt would foster
ment projects accommodating thousands of economic development by promoting more
residents and workers are built along
efficient use of land and transportation
arterials o ften with only one way in or out. systems. And it would help protect the
Without a connected network of side streets

and internal roads to prO\ride alternative
routes, a growing number of trlps are
funneled onto a few arterials.
These same arterials are often stri~zoned or

gradually rezoned for commercial use. As

quality of lift in Florida.

With the majority of plans in compliance,
local governments can now focus on

bringing the planning effort to the next
level. Florida's landmark planning legislation provided broad authority and flexibili-

development intensifies, the growing
number of cu(b cuts and turning movements conflict with the intended function

are only beginning to realize their poten-

of arterials-to move people and goods
safely, quickly, and efficiently. Poorly

tial. This should ehange as planning
practice matures in Florida under the

coordinated access systems force more trips

growth management act and communities

onto the arterial, troffic conflicts multiply,
and congestion increases. As the level of

reevaluate their progress through the state
mandated Evaluation and Appraisal Report

service declines, expensive improvements

process. Toward this end, this study
recommends the following.

are needed to maintain corridor safety and
capacity for regional traffic.
Eventually, the corridor is transformed into
an unsightly jumble of signs, curb cuts,

utility lines and asphalt. It is a counterproductive cycle that magnifies transportation
demand and improvement needs. and
damages the fragile qualities of community
character. It is no surprise, therefore, that
public reaction to growth has been incr~as

ingly negative.

ty to local governments in formulating a

planning and regulatory program. Many

Recommendstlans

+ Local governments should engage in
corridor planning antl coordinate 'luith the
stale on managing access to high priority
corridors. Effective cortidor preservation
requires involvement at the Jocallevel

where land development decisions are
made. Communities should establish a
policy framework that supports corridor
preservation and access management in the
local comprehcmsivc plan, prepare corridor

These are not inevitable results of development and growth. Rather, they relate to
problems in current planning and regulatory practice. What is needed is a better
balance between planned future development and the network of arterials and
collectors necessary to serve that development. Also required is a program for

plans that address land use and access for
high priority corridors, and encourage good
site planning techniques. Plans could be
carried out through a range of techniques,
including regulatory contro1s and incentives. financing mechanisms, public/
private partnerships, and intergovernmental

managing access to major thoroughfares

coordjnation agreement$.

and reserving rights-of-way for future
roadways.

+ The PID"riJ.a Department ofTransporta-

Local planning policy can influence growth
patterns, but it must be reinforced through
infrnstructure investment decisions, land
use planning. and strong regulatory meaB:Jclc:utive Stunmary

tiotz should require local governmetl-ts to
ad.()pi access managemtnl pf411S tl~d
regulations for inttrcha1z.ge areas as a
condition '![interchange approval. New
highway interchanges can have a dramatic
17
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impact on land development in the surrounding area. If this growth is not proper·
!y managed, it can create safety hazards and
cause trnffic congestion in the interchange
area. An access management plan would
identify the appropriate access system
around the interchange in accordance with
state standards and locally desired development. This should be required in the
documentation for Interchange Justifica·
tion Reports.

+ Local governments should Jiuour~tge
large single-use land areas and establish
limill and alternatives to strip commercial
uming along major arterials. Many
Florida communities are characterized by
sprawling subdivisions served by commer·
cial strips. This increases individual

reliance on the automobile and contributes
to traffic congestion by putting more local
trips on the regional arterial system. Pl-ans
and zoning should provide for a mix of
land uses th;tt are functionally related tO
each other. Commercial uses should be
focused into activity centers, rather than
strips, at strategic points along arterials and
collectors. Side streets· and continuous
sidewalks should be provided that connect
to surrounding residential are.as, thereby
providing multiple, alternative route-s for
access to shops and services.

infill, redevelopment, and higher quality
growth in urbanized areas, while preserving
the characte-r of areas int•:.nded for rural or
scmi·ruul living.

+ IAcal governments shl)u/d map
buildout, as prescribed iu uming. and use
this as a springboard for developing
alternative future land use scenarios.
Future land use pl~ns arc often so gene-ral
that they fai l tO reveal th·: actual development potencial of a region. It may be
unclear to the public or t:ven to local
officials what the commt.nity could look
like at buildout. This gr<:atly complicates
the ability to plan a regicnal transportation
system. To address this problem, Chapter
163 was amended by the ELMS.Illlegisla·
tion to encourage- local a7ld regional
visioning init iatives. On·! method of
e-ncouraging vision in tht planning proce-ss
is by mapping buildout, .ts currently
prescribed in zoning. This. along with an
analysis of land division trends, will re-\•e-al
where the region is heading base-d on the
current regulatory program and wil1 help
uncover potential proble:ns. Local governments should .1lso do vis·Jal preference
suJVeys to identifY what type of development and transportation system that
citizens prefer. This should be done in the
context of a broad-based public involvement program, to harnes; public opinion
and build political suppcrt for desired land
use and transportation alteroatlves.

+Local governmtnts and MPOs should
place higher priority on improving infra·
structure and public services within
already urbanized areas. The location of
+ Local governments sh4uld streamline
public infrascructure and services is a
their development revie'll' process to
powerful determinant of growth patterns
facilitate desired transportation and
and is among the- most e-ffecti\•e economic
development outcom-es. Many of the
development and growth management tools transportation solutions :iescribed in this
available to local governments. Local
report require changes in conventional
governmentS should focus scarce public
regulation and developm::o:nt practices. A
streamlined review procc:;s is among the
dollars on improving infrastructure and
services within alrc.ady urbanized areas.
more me.a ningful inccnti·ves for promoting
They should avoid premature extension of
such changes. Development proposals that
services into undeveloped areas and the
advance tr.lnsportation a:-~d growth manage~
corresponding burden on taxpayers caused
ment policy should be rewarded with easier
approval, as well as other incentives.
by subsidizing such development. In this
way. local governments <:an encour-age
Unfortunately, projects 6at transcend
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information systems (GIS} have greatly
facilitated development planning. Data on

more cumbersome review process. Local
governments in Florida are required by

roads; utilities, land use, land divisions,
soils, wetlands, wellfields, land cover,
zoning, and a range of other information
statute to compile zoning, subdivision
can be kept in computer flies and readily
controls, and other development regulations into a unified land development code-. updated and overlayed for planning
This has encouraged local governments to
analyses. However, this can be costly to
begin codifying their regulatory standards
develop and maintain at the-local level.
and procedures. Yet more can be done to
Many regional planning councils (RPCs)
eliminate outdated regulations, improve the already have GIS programs and therefore
would be the logical agency to serve as a
clarity of regulatory language, streamline
review procedures, and fast trnck quality
r<.>gional GIS clearinghouse. RPCs should
be required to aggregate data from other
proposals. In addition, because develop·
ment planning and review functions are

sources. such as water management dis-

departmentalized within local bureaucra·

tricts, and maintain complete land use and
land cover data bases for use in local
planning. Funding for this purpose should
be provided from DCA, through its
legislative budget request

cies, streamlining de1lelopment review
typically requires some Ch;mgcs in sta.f f

responsibilities and organizational structure.

+ Chapter 16.1 should be amemled to
require a sta.uLtrdiud land use classifica·
lion system for local land use planning.
Local land use classification systems vary

widely, making it difficult to interpret
future land usc plans or to predict future
tr;Jnsportation needs. Geographic: informa~

tion systems (GIS} arc opening up new
possibilities in land use and transportation
planning, but require greater consistency in

information and classification systems.
Among other bcnefit5, a standardized
classification system would simplify
communication on development planning
issues and offer opportunities for compara·
tive planning st\1dies or systematic research

into regional urbanization trends. Local
governments could still retain cbssifications in their current future land use plan

by simply aggregating various classifications
fro m the standardized system. Although
some minor plan amendments may be
required to standardize existing classifications, these would relate more to nomenda·
ture than the substance of the plan.

+Regional pl<~nning cou11cils should be
designated as regional GIS clearinghouses
ani! be required to maitz.f<tin complete land
use and land cqver data baJes. Geographic

+ Community Desi1111 and
Transportation
Transportation networks determine com...
munity design, just as the size. scale. and
organization of a communit)' influences
the '\l'a:riety of ttansportation alternatives.
ltnportant components of community

design include a defined and functional
center that is well connected to the sur·
rounding area, and the availability of
alternative modes of transportation.
Streets ;ue an essential determinant of what
makes commu nities functional, vibrant,
and beautiful. Mass transit enhances the
~

more desirable aspects of community life:
proximity, diversity, and compact scale.
Unfortunately, community design consider·
ations are frequendy missing from the
transportation and development planning
process. Zoning has reduced proximity and
integration by rigorously separating land
uses. Yet alternative modes operate more
efficiently in communities with a finer mix

of land uses. Street sections have gradually
gotten widcrJ resulting in loss of any sense
of street, whereas smaUer street sections

foster a sense of place. Heavily traveled
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arterials separate rather than integrate-a

different classes and types of residences can

regional arterial cannot serve as Main

be fo und adjacent to each other. This

Street. Following are additional design
considerations in transportation and
development planning.

organization promotes walking and allows
the traveler to accomplish a greater variety
of tasks in fewer automobile trips. However, newer mixed use deve:~opmems tend to

Recvmmandalians

+ Recogtzize that external and inttrmzl

tional districts with resid>!ntial, retail, and

modu II.[ tramportation have different
re'luirements. The distinction between
distribution systems 3nd circuJation

office distinct from each other and different types or classes of housing isolated into
separate, often gated neighborhoods.
Pedestrian systems and bicycle paths tend

systems must be carefully considered in the
design of any form of community. Mixed
use projects are key aspects of today's

to be designed primarily for exercise or
recreation, and do little

t·~

enhance pedes.

development patterns; however.• internal

trian access to shops and services.

organization is often better worked out

+ Every community nee.ls a defined,

tha(l external connectivity.

+ Communities should encourage smalltr
blocks and a more balanced, com1-ected
network. of street~ The organization of

functional "nter that is ·!Jtry well linked
to other parts of the community. Such
"town centers" work well as mixed-use
developments, designed t.;> enable all

street systems has tended towards decreasing connectivity. increased formal random-

internal circulation to take place on foot.
Despite the emphasis on pede-Strian access.

ness, and greater reliance on a functional

cars and bicycles should he included as

hierarchy as opposed to

transponation options w:thin the righH>fway of the center, and all three modes

3

network of

streets. Streets wind more, have fewer
connections or intersections, and tend to
aggregate traffic differently: instead of 3
network, the systems today work as 3 linked
chain, where any problem with a single
link can bring down the effectiveness of the

entire system. Reduction in rhe numbe-r of
roads and street intersections and the
dramatic increase in road widths and traffic
volumes all stem from and enhance the
mono-functjonal status of today•s roadways.
Older communities in Florida, such as
Coral Gables or Winter Park, are character-

ized by a greater number of roadways,
much smaller block sizes, and enhanced

-access and mobility.

+ Rtcogniu tbatthefiner the mix of/and
uses, the more efficient/.)• fr(;[mportation
modes seem to operate. In Florida•s oldest
communities, the mix of uses occurs at a
small scale and fine grain. Residential

blocks abut commercial streets; offices are
mixed in with stores, shops and hotels; and
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be characterized by segre1;ated monofunc-

should be integrated throughout the
community. This comb:tts the gradual
disin tegration of the trad .tiona! right-ofway that has taken place: :-:ince World War
II. Many newer developments include

trails for pedestrians, paths for bicycles, and
roads for cars, but these t!nd to be isolated
both physically and functionally. Develop-

ment densities have also !;Otten steadily
lov.(er O\l'er rhe past 100 y<:ars, and the lower

limits often fall below th<: necessary densities for an effective sense of containment
and community.
+Communities should discourage t xcessivelj1 wide street section:i. Over the past

century, typical street sections have gotten
dra.matical1y wider, creating a loss of
containment and a genen,lly inhospitable
stre:etsc.ape. In street desi;;n, the ratio of
the width of the street to the height of the
surrounding buildings ha~ gotten steadily
greater. A typieal street in the Back Bay
section of Boston has a 2: I width-to-height

ratio; in Coral Gables it is around 3:1 or

development proposals would have a

4:1. Within these limits, the street func-

significant impact on other local governmc.nt resOurces and facilities.

tions as an "outdoor room" that is contained by the buildings at its edges, as well
as plantings: and exterior design clements.

This sense, found on traditional Main
Streets, is aJl too often lost in post>-\Var

developments with their emphasis on car
movement. At certain pojnts of Dale

Mabry Highway in Tampa, the width-to·
height ratio is as high as 20:1, creating an
arterial that sharply divides the surrounding community rather than acting as a
seam) as with the traditional Main Street.
+Recognize that urban stNJice areas/
urban gr(Jwth bound.aries can be used as
either a tkJign tool or a fiscal tool; the
stance selecte.tl will produce dramatically
diff<rent results. Portland.• Oregon, for

To promote increased cooperation among

governmental agencies, the new ICE must
include !) a dispute resolution process; 2)
procedures to ldentif)r joint planning areas;
and 3) guidelines for recognition of campus
master plans.

communities. Although urban service areas

providers to promote joint processes for

can be used to phase growth, the end result
may still be maximum, low-<lensity build-

collaborative planning and decision

Solving transportation and development

problems often requires intergovernmental

formation of interlocal agreements between
a county, municipalities within that county,

the district school board, and service

making. Among other things, activities
involving cooperation may include location

and extension of public facilities subject to
concurrency, and sitting facilities with
county\vidc· significance.

or interagency coordination. One step
toward better coordination would be to

These new requirements are the most

formalize agreements for future coordina·

coordination to date, but whether this will

tion on these matters. But the barriers to

regional coordination and consistency are
gseat. These include a strong history of
home rule; competition for tax base;
departmentalization of information and
objectives; conflicts over annexation;

inadequate conflict resolution mechanisms;
and lack of political will.
The ELMS-III Act aimed to increase
intergovernmental coordination by
strengthening requirements for the Intergovernmental Coordination Element (ICE)
of the local plans. The ICE muse now
include a process for determining if
Bnalfive Swnmary
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wish to protect from adverse impacts of
development in another jurisdiction.

New requirements also provided for the

+ Coordination and Consistency

STATB
TRAI<SPOIITATIOH

This would address all regional and state
resources and facilities identified in the
State Comprehensive Plan and the applica·
ble regional policy plan. Local govern·
ments may also extend this to any other
local issue in the goals, objectives, and
policies of their comprehensive plan they

example, uses the urban growth boundary
to control and focus growth. The goal is to
become a tightly contained city surrounded
by a greenbelt and external suburban

out acros·s an entire metropolitan area.

,

<;Omprehensivc effort to improve regional
work remains uncertain. Many are concerned that the barriers to regional coordi·
nation and consistency cannot be overcome

through voluntary coordination. Nonetheless some local governments have transcended these problems to create mutually
beneficial interlocal or joint planning
agreements. Prospects for countywide

coordination have been greatly advanced by
Florida's countywide planning councils.

Other strategies to facilitate better coordination on transportation and growth
management issues are described below:
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RecommandatiDJlB
+Government should lead by example.
Too often the actjons of government
agencies run counter to public policy, even
as these policies and regulatory conditions
are imposed on private development. This
sends out .a mixed message to citizens and
developers about the level o f government
commitment to public policy issues. The
site design and location of public buildings
should be consistent with and advance
transportation and growth management
policy. In addition, government is a
primary employer in many areas and
should lead the way in establishing transportation demand management programs
for commuters, such as flex time.• ride
sharing, telecommuting, or transit subsid ies.
+Agency jurisdictional boundaries
should be reevaluated to reduce.fragmen·

tation of service a·reas. The Advisory
Counc.il on Intergovernmental Relations
should be charged with developing boundary revisions to coordinate service areas and
reduce fragmentation among Florida
Department of Transportation Districts,
Metropolitan Planning OrganiZJtions,
Regional Planning Councils, and Water
Management Districts.

+ Greater consistency is needed in the
method of monitoring eoncurrenc;• across
metropolitan areas. local governments
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vary widely in t he metho~ of collecting and
evaluatmg transportation d ata for
concurrency management. This makes it
impossible to monitor ktd of service and
concurrency on a rcgiond basis and docs
little to reflect the relationship between
regional development trends and the
movement of traffic. Metropolitan planning organizations shouB be req uired co
coordinate concurrency management
systems among member local governmcms,
and with ot her MPOs in metropolitan
.
regions with more than <•ne MPO. In
addition, local governmen ts should be
required to address the e:fect of devd opment decisions along maior thoroughf-ares
on the level of service of neighboring
jurisdictions.

+ ~ strong regional approach to transpor·
tatton planning is essential in metropoli·
tan areas. Transportation is dearly a
regional issue. Roads do not end at
jurisdict.ional boundaries, and a growing
proportton o f the labor r'o rce is commuting
~cross local boundaries c n the journey to
work. Therefore, transpo rtation planning
in metropolitan areas must address the
overall safety and efficie ncy of the entire
regional transportation r.etwork. This
could be accomplished etther through
strong and effective join1 coordinating
committees or through r: gional metropolitan planning organizations.
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Trends aud Forecast of Florida Transportatiou Needs
This report describes trends in private transportation in Florida over the past 20 years
using a model of motor fuel usage and vehicle miles driven. The model was used to
forecast motor fuel demand and vehicle miles driven to the year 2010 and tQ forecast
potential impacts on revenues in the State Transportation Trust Fund. (0cl4htr 1993)

The Role '!.f'Leml (I{ Service Standards
in Florida:,· Gro111fb 1Hanagement Goa[,
TI>is study reviews level of service (LOS) standaxds and measures developed in response
to Flor!da's concurrency mandate. including a detailed summary of innovative ap-proaches to measuring LOS in five local governments in Florida. (Oc«Jber 1993)

Impact '!f Cm11muni~J' Design on Transportation
This report contains 18 case studies of development types, evaluated in relation to

their context, dimension, function, form, and development process. The emphasis is
on the interaction of each development type with its surroundings. The report
concludes with general findings on the relationship of transportation and community
design. (NIYI;tmber 1993)

Tnwsportatimz Costs

(1/ Urlnm Sprawl: A Rwiew ofthe Litcmturc

This study reviews findings and theoretical underpinnings of the various studies
conducted between 1965 and 1990 on the costs of urban sprawl (includes annotated
bibliography). (November 1993)
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A Review oflvlo!li!e Soura Air Qzwlil}• Practius i11 Floridil
This study describes the air quality analysis practices for mobile sources and transporta-

tion planning in Florida and evaluates the status of current practice. It condudc:s with
recommendations for strengthening the efJectiveness of air quality practice-s in t he
state. (Deamber /993)

Trtm.<portation and Growtb Jl1(11Uigemenl:
A 1'/annin~; and Poliq Agmda
I

T11is study reviews the changing poJiC}r framework for t ransportatiO;l and growth
management and the implications for planning practice. Findings ••ddrc-ss methodologies for determining future land use needs~ transportation planning and modeling-;

coordinating land use and transportation; and intergovernmental cc•ordination. The
report concludes with recommendacions for improving public polic)' and phmn.ing:
practice across these four subject areas. (JanuaQ' 1994)

Moving People in Florida: Transit. TDM, and Congestion
This study reviews a range of transportation alternatives that relieve traffic congestion
by moving mo.re people in fewe r vehicles. These include various fo1 ms of public
transportation and transportation demand management (TDM) strategies that reduce
s ingle occupant vehicle travel. Topics include measuring effeclivemss. congestion
management systems, and how to make translt and TOM succeed. The report con~
dudes with 34 recommendations for improving public policy -and transportation
practice in this area. (Mit)• 1994)

Transportation

P!t~~ming.for

State Purposts

This study surveys state transportation planning in a sample of 11 other states across
the coumry to examine the approach used by other states in mak.in~ transportation
decisions and what lessons this offers Florida for its statewide trans~·ortation planning
program. (jflne 1994)

Transportation, Land Use aud SustaiiUibilit)•
This study explore-s perspectives on sustainability, characteristics of sustainable
development, and the relationship between transportation, community design, -and
susrn.inability. The repo rt conclude-s ~vi1h guidelines for achieving rr.ore sustainab)e
community development. (Ot!ober /994)
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Ana/pi> o(lhr Statewide Fulttrt Lwd Uu Map
This study evaluates the implications of a statewide future land use map compiled
using the adopted future hmd use maps of Florida's 457 local governments (includes
map). (Febmar;)' 1995)

Statewide Trtltt<portation Need.• and

Jiullfliu.~

Study

This study summarizes the methodology and results of a forecasting model used to
define and evaluate Florida's transportation needs in relation to four alternative
scena.rios. The study addresses roads and bridges, tnnsit, pnatransit, rail, airports., and
seaports. Needs are evaluated against Rorida's current :and potential capacity to raise
revenue for tnn.sponation improvements under these various tctnarios. The report

concludes with an oV<!rview of potential funding alternat.ives to overcome the estimated I(). and 2Q..year shortf.ails. {M"!J 1995)
A New

Stratc~-:ic

Urllfln Tran.<por/aliou 1'/t11min/!, Process

This study explores the limitations of the traditional long rar1ge transportation planning process and strategies to manage uncert11inty in planning public.syst<:ms. The
report concludes with practices that can make transportation planning more strategic,
dynamic, and flexible in responding to future uncertnintics. (May 1995)

Planning. Zoning, and the
Tbe Florirltl lixperieuce

Consisll'n~}'

Dol'lrine:

Thh srudy <xamincs tbc relationship between planning and rcgulotory practice in
Florida. The review addr=cs technical considerations, a.s wtll as political and legal
issuu that affoct the relationship betwc:cn comprebcnsiv< plans and land development
regulations. The repon concludes with guidelines from the lituature, practice, and
case law to nrengtbcn the consistt:ncy between planning policy and regulatozy practice.
(J•n• 1995)

Bxacutln StiJ'AIUI'Y
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